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Sure, everyone does it; but everyone tries to hide it a little differently. Farts: A Spotter's 
Guide will help you pinpoint he (or she) who dealt it every time. This hilarious book identifies 
the habitat, range, voice, and "field marks" of tencommon wind breakers, from the gentle 
hiss of the Silent-but-Deadly to the rip-roaring flatulation of the Seismic Blast. The 
attached battery powered fart machine reproduces each emanation in accurate sound. 
Grossly hip illustrations by the Fudge Factory'syes, you read that rightTravis Millard depict 
the offenders and offendees in brilliant detail. Printed on durable card stock, this is pure, 
unbridled entertainment for the giggling child in all of us. Let 'er rip!
Crai Bower writes books, articles, and columns about topics ranging from heliskiing to 
architecture to personal finance. He lives in Seattle.
Other Books
Git-R-Done, Git-R-Done is chock-full of fart jokes and straight talk about America. I sat 
down one day and said to myself, “Larry, you’ve done it all. You’ve got three gold records, a 
successful DVD, a hit TV show, a picture of Shania Twain givin’ ya the finger, and most 
important, the high score on Frogger. What more could you possibly do?” Then I started 
thinking about writing a book. I wanted mostly to write Git-R-Done for all those good 
Americans who just wanna laugh like I do. Come on inside and hear me make fun of Janet 
Reno, Rosie O’Donnell, and my fat sister, who caused a twelve-tray pileup in front of the 
caramel nut rolls at the country buffet. I’m gonna tell you why Dick Trickle is my hero, why 
we need to get back to good ol’ common sense, and why I prefer a picture of the Last 
Supper with NASCAR drivers as the disciples over just about anything. Lord, I apologize! 
The book will go down in history as one of America’s most important events since the 
breakup of Aldo Nova. Even my mom liked the book—here’s what she said: “There’s really 
not much I can say here except for I apologize to everyone ahead of time for the crap you 
are about to read.” Git-R-Done is just plain funny, I don’t care who ya are! Also available as 
an eBook.
�����. I'm tellin'ya right now for the record, Chief Many  Farts , if given a chance, would have 
been one of the most ... The invalid whores are usually half price. however ya need a  
spotter  to hold them up for you (not that I would ever cheat, ..."
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